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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to DAX

The aim of this book is to help you learn how you can use the DAX language to improve your data modelling capability using tools such as Microsoft Power BI, Excel Power Pivot, and SSAS Tabular. This book will be particularly useful if you already have a good knowledge of T-SQL, although this is not essential.

Throughout the book, I present and solve a variety of scenarios using DAX and provide equivalent T-SQL statements primarily as a comparative reference to help clarify each solution. My personal background is as someone who has spent many years building solutions using T-SQL, and I would like to share the tips and tricks I have acquired on my journey learning DAX with those who have a similar background. It’s not crucial for you to be familiar with T-SQL to get the best out of this book because the examples will still be useful to someone who isn’t. I find it can be helpful to sometimes describe an answer multiple ways to help provide a better understanding of the solution.

In this book, I use Power BI Desktop as my primary DAX engine and most samples use data from the WideWorldImportersDW database, which is freely available for download from Microsoft’s website. This database can be restored to an instance of Microsoft SQL Server 2016 or later. I am using the Developer edition of SQL Server 2016.

I recommend you download and install the latest version of Power BI Desktop to your local Windows PC. The download is available from powerbi.microsoft.com/desktop, or you can find it via a quick internet search. The software is free to install and allows you to load data and start building DAX-based data models in a matter of minutes.

The WideWorldImportersDW database is clean, well-organized, and an ideal starting point from which to learn to data model using DAX.

The aim of this first chapter is to cover high-level fundamentals of DAX without drilling into too much detail. Later chapters explore the same fundamentals in much more depth.
What Is DAX?

Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) is both a query and functional language. It made its first appearance back in 2009 as part of an add-in to Microsoft Excel 2010. The primary objective of DAX is to help organize, analyze, understand, and enhance data for analytics and reporting.

DAX is not a full-blown programming language and does not provide some of the flow-control or state-persistence mechanisms you might expect from other programming languages. It has been designed to enhance data modeling, reporting, and analytics. DAX is constantly evolving with new functions being added on a regular basis.

DAX is described as a functional language, which means calculations primarily use functions to generate results. A wide variety of functions are provided to help with arithmetic, string manipulation, date and time handling, and more. Functions can be nested but you cannot create your own. Functions are classified into the following categories:

- DateTime
- Filter
- Info
- Logical
- Mathtrig
- ParentChild
- Statistical
- Text

There are over 200 functions in DAX. Every calculation you write will use one or more of these. Each function produces an output with some returning a single value and others returning a table. Functions use parameters as input. Functions can be nested so the output of one function can be used as input to another function.

Unlike T-SQL, there is no concept of INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE for manipulating data in a data model. Once a physical table exists in a Power BI, SSAS Tabular, or Excel PowerPivot data model, DAX cannot add, change, or remove data from that table. Data can only be filtered or queried using DAX functions.
What Is a Data Model?

A data model is a collection of data, calculations, and formatting rules that combine to create an object that can be used to explore, query, and better understand an existing dataset. This can include data from many sources.

Power BI Desktop, SSAS Tabular, and PowerPivot for Excel can import data from a wide variety of data sources including databases and flat files or directly from many source systems. Once imported, calculations can be added to the model to help explore and make sense of the data.

Data is organized and stored into tables. Tables are two dimensional and share many characteristics with databases tables. Tables have columns and rows, and relationships can be defined between tables to assist calculations that use data from multiple tables. Calculations can be as simple as providing a row count over a table or providing a sum of values in a column. Well-considered calculations should enhance your data model and support the process of building reports and performing analytical tasks known as measures.

It’s the combination of data and measures that become your data model.

The Power BI Desktop user interface consists of three core components. First, the Report View provides a canvas that lets you create a visual layer of your data model using charts and other visuals. Report View also lets you control the layout by dragging, dropping, and resizing elements on the report canvas. It’s the canvas that is presented to the end user when they access the report.

The second component is the Data View, which provides the ability to see raw data for each table in the model. Data View can show data for one table at a time and is controlled by clicking the name of a table from the list of tables in the right-hand panel. Columns can be sorted in this view, but sorting here has no impact on any sorting by visuals on the report canvas. Columns can be renamed, formatted, deleted, hidden, or have their datatype defined using the Report View. A hidden column will always appear in the Report View but not in any field list in the report.

It’s possible to add or change calculations from both Report and Data View.

The last component of the Power BI Desktop user interface is the Relationship View. This section shows every table in the data model and allows you to add, change, or remove relationships between tables.
Components of a DAX Data Model

The DAX data modeling engine is made up of six key components.

Data

The first step of building a data model is importing data. A wide variety of data sources are available, and once they are imported, they will be stored in two-dimensional tables. Sources that are not two dimensional can be used, but these will need to be converted to a two-dimensional format before or during import. The query editor provides a rich array of functions that help with this type of transformation.

Tables

Tables are objects used to store and organize data. Tables consist of columns that are made up of source data or results of DAX calculations.

Columns

Each table can have one or more columns. The underlying data engine stores data from the same column in its own separate index. Unlike T-SQL, DAX stores data in columns rather than in rows. Once data has been loaded to a column, it is considered static and cannot be changed. Columns can also be known as fields.

Relationships

Two tables can be connected via a relationship defined in the model. A single column from each table is used to define the relationship. Only one-to-many and one-to-one relationships are supported. Many-to-many relationships cannot be created. In DAX, the most common use of relationships is to provide filtering rather than to mimic normalization of data optimized for OLTP operations.

Measures

A measure is a DAX calculation that returns a single value that can be used in visuals in reports or as part of calculations in other measures. A measure can be as simple as a row count of a table or sum over a column. Measures react and respond to user interaction
and recalculate as a report is being used. Measures can return new values based on updates to the selection of filters and slicers.

**Hierarchies**

*Hierarchies* are groupings of two or more columns into levels that can be drilled up/down through by interactive visuals and charts. A common hierarchy might be over date data that creates a three-level hierarchy over year, month, and day. Other common hierarchies might use geographical data (country, city, suburb), or structures that reflect organizational groupings in HR or Product data.

**Your First DAX Calculation**

It’s possible to import data and have no need to write in DAX. If data is clean and simple and report requirements are basic, you can create a model that needs no user-created calculations. Numeric fields dragged to the report canvas will produce a number.

If you then drag a non-numeric field to the same visual, it automatically assumes you would like to group your numeric field by the distinct values found in your non-numeric field. The default aggregation over your numeric field will be SUM. This can be changed to another aggregation type using the properties of your visual. Other aggregation types include AVERAGE, COUNT, MAX, MIN and so on.

In this approach, the report creates a DAX-calculated measure on your behalf. These are known as *implicit measures*. Dragging the ‘Fact Sale’[Quantity] field to the canvas automatically generates the following DAX statement for you:

```
CALCULATE(SUM('Fact Sale'[Quantity]))
```

This calculation recomputes every time a slicer or filter is changed and should show values relevant for any filter settings in your report.

Most real-world scenarios require at least some basic enhancements to raw data, and this is where adding DAX calculations can improve your model. When you specifically create calculated measures, these are known as *explicit measures*.

Some of the most common enhancements are to provide the ability to show a count of the number of records in a table or to sum values in a column.

Other enhancements might be to create a new column using values from other columns in the same row, or from elsewhere in the model. A simple example is a column that multiplies values from columns such as Price and Qty together to produce
a total. A more complicated example might use data from other tables in a calculation to provide a value that has meaning to that row and table.

Once basic count or sum calculations have been added, more sophisticated calculations that provide cumulative totals, period comparisons, or ranking can be added. These are the three types of calculations in DAX:

- Calculated columns
- Calculated measures
- Calculated tables

We explore each of these calculations in more detail later in this book and I include hints on how and when you might choose one type over another.

**Note** Calculated tables (tables that are the result of a DAX calculation) can only be created in the DAX engine used by Power BI Desktop and SSAS Tabular.

**Your First Calculation**

The first example I cover creates a simple calculated measure using data from the WideWorldImportersDW database (Figure 1-1). The dataset has a table called ‘Fact Sale’ that has a column called [Total Including Tax]. The calculation produces a value that represents a sum using values stored in this column.

![Figure 1-1. A sample of data from the ‘Fact Sale’ table](image-url)
When viewing this table in Data View, we see the unsummarized value for each row in the [Total Including Tax] column. A calculated measure is required to show a single value that represents a sum of every row in this column.

In Power BI, you can create a calculated measure using the ribbon, or by right-clicking the table name in the Report View or Data View. This presents an area below the ribbon where you can type the DAX code for your calculation. The text for this calculated measure should be

\[
\text{Sum of Total including Tax} = \text{SUM('Fact Sales'[Total Including Tax])}
\]

This should look as it does in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2. DAX for the first calculated measure. This calculation uses the SUM function to return a single value anywhere the calculated measure is used in the report. When dragged and dropped to the report canvas using a visual with no other fields or filters, the value should show as $198,043,493.45.

The structure of the formula can be broken down as follows: starting from the left, the first part of the text sets the name of the calculated measure. In this case, the name is determined by all text to the left of the = operator. The name of this calculated measure is [Sum of Total including Tax]. Names of calculated measures should be unique across the model including column names.

This name is how you will see the measure appear in the field list as well as how it may show in some visuals and charts.

---

**Note**  Spaces between words are recommended when creating names for calculated measures and columns. Avoid naming conventions that use the underscore character or remove spaces altogether. Use natural language as much as possible. Use names that are brief and descriptive. This will be especially helpful for Power BI features such as Q&A.
The = sign separates the calculation name from the calculation itself. A calculated measure can only return a single value and never a list or table of values. In more advanced scenarios, steps involving groups of values can be used, but the result must be a single value.

All text after the = sign is the DAX code for the calculated measure. This calculation uses the SUM function and a single parameter, which is a reference to a column. The single number value that is returned by the SUM function represents values from every row from the [Total Including Tax] column added together. The datatype for the column passed to the SUM function needs to be numeric and cannot be either the Text or DateTime datatypes.

The notation for the column reference is **fully qualified**, meaning it contains both the name of the table and name of the column. The table name is encapsulated inside single quotations (‘ ’). This is optional when your table name doesn’t contain spaces. The column name is encapsulated inside square brackets ([ ]).

Calculated measures belong to a single table but you can move them to a new home table using the Home Table option on the Modeling tab. Calculated measures produce the same result regardless of which home table they reside on.

---

**Note** When making references to other calculated measures in calculations, never prefix them with the table name. However, you should always include the name of a table when referencing a column.

---

**IntelliSense**

*IntelliSense* is a form of predictive text for programmers. Most modern programming development environments offer some form of IntelliSense to help guide you as you write your code. If you haven’t encountered this before, it is an incredibly useful way to help avoid syntax errors and keep calculations well-formed.

DAX is no different, and as you start typing your calculation, you should notice suggestions appearing as to what you might type next. Tooltips provide short descriptions about functions along with details on what parameters might be required.
IntelliSense also helps you ensure you have symmetry with your brackets, although this can sometimes be confusing if you are not aware it is happening.

IntelliSense suggestions can take the form of relevant functions, or tables or columns that can be used by the current function. IntelliSense is smart enough to only offer suggestions valid for the current parameter. It does not offer tables to a parameter that only accepts columns.

In the case of our formula, when we type in the first bracket of the SUM function, IntelliSense offers suggestions of columns that can be used. It does not offer tables or calculated measures as options because the SUM function is only designed to work with columns.

**Formatting**

As with T-SQL and pretty much any programming language, making practical use of line spacing, carriage returns, and tabs greatly improves readability and, more importantly, understanding of the code used in the calculation. Although it’s possible to construct a working calculation using complex code on just a single line, it is difficult to maintain. Single-line calculations also lead to issues playing the *bracket game*.

---

**Note** The *bracket game* is where you try to correctly pair open/close brackets in your formula to produce the correct result. Failure to pair properly means you lose the game and your formula doesn’t work.

---

A good tip is to extend the viewable area where you edit your calculation before you start by repeating the Shift-Enter key combination multiple times or by clicking the down arrow on the right-hand side.

**Comments**

Comments can also be added to any DAX calculation using any of the techniques in Table 1-1.
Examples of ways you can add comments are shown in Figure 1-3 as is an example of how spacing DAX over multiple lines helps increase readability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment Characters</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>//</td>
<td>Text to the right is ignored by DAX until the next carriage return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>Text to the right is ignored by DAX until the next carriage return.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/* */</td>
<td>Text between the two stars is ignored by DAX and comments can span multiple lines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1-3. Commented text styles and usage of line breaks

By formatting code and adding comments you help to make the logic and intent of the function easier to understand and interpret for anyone looking at the calculation later.

A nice alternative to the formula bar in Power BI Desktop and SSAS Tabular, is DAX Studio, which is a free product full of features designed to help you develop and debug your calculations. I provide a more detailed look at DAX Studio in Chapter 8.
Your Second DAX Calculation

In this second example, I create a calculated column as opposed to a calculated measure. A Chapter 9 provides more detailed advice on when you should consider using a calculated column instead of a calculated measure, but in short, a calculated column adds a column in an existing table in which the values are generated using a DAX formula.

A simple calculation might use values from other columns in the same row. This example uses two columns from the ‘Fact Sale’ table to perform a simple division to return a value that represents an average unit price.

To add this calculation to your data model, select the ‘Fact Sale’ table in the Fields menu so it is highlighted. Then use the New Column button on the Modeling tab and enter the text shown in Figure 1-4.

![Figure 1-4. A calculated column for [Average Item Price]](image)

**Note** This formula works without the table name preceding each column name; however, it is highly recommended that whenever you reference a column, you always include the table name. This makes it much easier to differentiate between columns and measures when you are debugging longer DAX queries.

The code in Figure 1-4 adds a new column to the ‘Fact Sale’ table called [Average Item Price]. The value in each cell of the new column (see Figure 1-5) is the output of this calculation when it is executed once for every row in the table.
Your Third DAX Calculation

This last example creates a calculated table. This option is only available in Power BI Desktop and SSAS Tabular, not in PowerPivot for Excel 2016 (or earlier).

You can create calculated tables using any DAX function that returns a table or by simply referencing another table in the model. The simplest syntax allows you to create a clone of another DAX table. The example shown in Figure 1-6 creates a new calculated table called ‘Dates2’, which is a full copy of the ‘Dates’ table. Modifications made to the ‘Dates’ table, such as adding or modifying columns, automatically flow through to the ‘Dates2’ table.

Figure 1-5. Sample of data for new calculated column

Figure 1-6. Creating a calculated table
Filters, measures, columns, and relationships can be added to the ‘Dates2’ table without effecting ‘Dates’ table. The beauty of this is that because the base table (‘Dates’) is reading from a physical data source, any changes to data in the ‘Dates’ table are reflected in the ‘Dates2’ table.

To extend the example so the new table only shows some rows from the original table, you can use the FILTER function as shown in Figure 1-7.

![Figure 1-7. Calculated table created using FILTER](image)

The ‘Dates2’ calculated table still has the same number of columns as ‘Dates’, but it only has rows that match the filter expression. This results in the ‘Dates2’ calculated table having 365 rows that represent a row per day for the calendar year of 2016.

It is common to use calculated tables to create summary tables that can be used as faster alternatives for calculated measures. Using calculated tables to produce an aggregated version of a sales table can provide considerable performance gains for any calculation using the aggregated version.

**The CALENDARAUTO Function**

A handy DAX function that generates a calculated table without using an existing table is the CALENDARAUTO function. This function returns a table with a single column called [Date]. When called, the CALENDARAUTO function inspects every table in the model looking for columns that use either the Date or DateTime datatype.

The oldest and newest date values that appear in any column using these datatypes are used to generate a row for every day between the oldest and newest values. The dates are rounded to the start and end of the calendar year.

Date tables are invaluable for data models, particularly when you add measures designed to show period comparison and running totals accurately. There are several DAX functions that allow you to add time-intelligence logic to your model. These often rely on a date table that has contiguous dates to work properly. In the WideWorldImportersDW dataset, no rows exist in the ‘Fact Sale’ table with an [Invoice Date Key] that falls on a
Sunday. This might cause problems for some functions when they are processing period comparison logic. Date/Calendar tables help make calculations behave more reliably when there are gaps in dates in non-date table data.

Once you create a calculated table using the CALENDARAUTO function as shown in Figure 1-8, you can start adding calculated columns and measures to it. You can also start creating one-to-many relationships to other tables in your model.

![A sample output of the CALENDARAUTO function](image)

**Figure 1-8.** A sample output of the CALENDARAUTO function

**Datatypes**

In DAX, it is possible to define datatypes for individual columns. The different datatypes are listed momentarily in Table 1-2 and fall into three main categories, with the exception of True/False (Boolean).

- Text
- Numeric
- DateTime

By select the best datatype, you help reduce the size of your model as well as improve performance when refreshing data and using your report.

When importing new data, the data modeling engine guesses at what the datatype for each column should be. This is something worth checking on as there may be opportunities to adjust to make sure that appropriate data types are used for each column.